
 
 

Brita Compatible 
 

 
All Acquapuro mixer taps are compatible with any type of water filter, provided the filter has an inlet and outlet 
connection. Acquapuro mixer taps have three separate connections on the underside of the body and can be 
connected however the customer desires. 
 
If customers wish to replace their Brita tap, or any other tap which has 4 flexible hose connections on the 
underside with an Acquapuro mixer tap, they need to understand that the pipework underneath the sink will 
need modifying and the parts they require are not necessarily included with Acquapuro mixers unless Acquapuro 
retailers add parts which Coriandoli are unaware of. 
 
 
 

Installing an Acquapuro Mixer Tap In Place Of A Brita Product 
 

 
As far as Coriandoli are aware all Brita mixer taps only have a hot and cold-water connection to existing pipework. 
There is no third connection made to a water supply. A Brita tap directs mains cold water from inside the body, 
via a dedicated filtered water lever, out of the body and into the filter. The water passes through the filter and 
back inside the tap eventually to the end of the spout. This means the tap itself manages the water feed to the 
filter. 
 
Acquapuro mixers are more versatile, they have been deliberately designed with three separate connections so 
they can be used with a water softener or a water filter. If an Acquapuro mixer tap is being used to replace a Brita 
product then the following procedure needs to be considered. 

 
1. Once the Brita mixer tap is removed and the Acquapuro mixer tap is installed, obtain a suitable tee piece, such 

as a John Guest ASV tee (actual size to be determined by the installer) and install it in the mains incoming cold-
water pipework. Attach this tee to the inlet side of the Brita filter using the correct size plastic pipework. 
 

2. Obtain a suitable adapter that will connect to the outlet Brita pipework and Acquapuro flexible hose (adapter 
to be determined by the installer). Connect this to the outlet side of the Brita filter and end of the flexible hose 
the customer wishes to convey the filtered water through. 

 
3. The mains incoming water will now pass through the Brita water filter and into the Acquapuro mixer tap but 

only using three connections to the underside of the mixer tap instead of four. 
 
 


